This paper formalizes a listed [Guryan et al., 2009 ] but unproven source of estimation bias in social interaction models. This bias is driven by the systematic exclusion of an individual from her peer group in the computation of average peer group outcomes. After deriving an exact formula for the magnitude of the bias in models using non-overlapping peer groups, we discuss its underlying parameters. We demonstrate that when the true peer effect is small or zero, the negative exclusion bias dominates the positive reflection bias yielding an overall negative bias on the peer effect estimate. We discuss the conditions under which the exclusion bias is aggravated when adding cluster fixed effects. Simulation results confirm all the theoretical predictions derived in this paper and illustrate how the bias affects inference and the interpretation of estimation results. To achieve consistent inference, we suggest correcting p-values using permutation methods. We provide a characterization of a generalized data generating process that can be used to consistently estimate all structural parameters in the model, both for models using peer groups and models using social network data. We also show the conditions under which two-stage least squares strategies do not suffer from exclusion bias. This may explain the counter-intuitive observation in the social interaction literature that OLS estimates of endogenous peer effects are often larger than their 2SLS counterparts.
Introduction
It is widely assumed that randomized peer assignment ensures that no ex ante systematic relationship exists between individuals and their peers. As a result, any observed correlation between outcomes ex post, conditional on common shocks, is attributed to peer effects (e.g. Sacerdote, 2001 ). However, as Guryan et al. [2009] have argued intuitively, even with random peer assignment a mechanical negative relationship exists between people's characteristics and those of their peers. This is because individuals cannot be their own peers, so that the pool of potential peers from which an individual's peers are drawn systematically excludes the individual herself. Consequently, the expected value of the pool of potential peers is negatively correlated with the characteristics of the individual. Using Monte Carlo simulations, Guryan et al. [2009] show how this correlation yields a downward bias in the ordinary least squares (OLS) estimate in a typical test of random peer assignment. This observation is the starting point of the analysis in this paper, of a bias in the estimation of peer effects that has largely been ignored to date -namely the 'exclusion bias'.
We demonstrate that the exclusion bias can seriously affect point estimates and inference when estimating peer effects, yielding a downward bias. This negative bias is on top of other well-known sources of (positive) bias such as the reflection bias and correlated effects (Manski, 1993; Brock and Durlauf, 2001; Moffitt, 2001) . We show that the exclusion bias is not negligible, that it does not disappear asymptotically in large samples, that it is stronger when peer groups are large relative to the peer selection pool and when cluster fixed effects are added to the model. We offer a number of simple statistical solutions to avoid incorrect inference.
Although exclusion bias is also present in models for which peer selection is non-random, the focus of this paper is on random peer assignment. This is a deliberate strategy because the random assignment of peers is typically assumed to yield consistent estimates of peer effects. We show that this is, in general, not true. We evaluate the magnitude of the exclusion bias without conflating it with other sources of bias caused by endogenous peer group formation.
This paper contributes to the literature in a number of ways. First, we formalize the simulation results in Guryan et al. [2009] and derive the conditions under which OLS estimates in standard linear-in-means tests of random peer assignment are biased downwards. We derive a simple, exact formula for the magnitude of the exclusion bias, and discuss the underlying parameters that determine it. We note that the downward exclusion bias is conceptually different from other well-known sources of bias, such as attenuation bias associated with measurement error.
Second, we derive for random assignment to groups of size 2 an exact formula for the exclusion bias and reflection bias in standard peer effect estimation models. We show that, while reflection bias tends to inflate peer effects estimates, exclusion bias operates in the opposite direction. We identify conditions under which the exclusion bias dominates the reflection bias and changes the sign of peer effects estimates. Using simulations, we generalize these findings to a general model of peer effects for groups of size greater than two.
Third, we demonstrate how exclusion bias is affected by the addition of cluster fixed effects. We show that exclusion bias becomes significantly more severe in models that include fixed effects at the level of the pool from which peers are drawn (e.g., classroom dummies). In this type of models, the bias does not disappear as the sample size tends to infinity. Fourth, we offer several possible solutions to exclusion bias. The applicability of each solution depends on the type of data available to the researcher. We start by illustrating various limitations of the method suggested by Guryan et al. [2009] . We propose instead to rely on a particular type of bootstrapping alternatively called permutation method or randomization inference. We show that this method provides a way of conducting correct inference in spite of the bias. We also provide a characterization of a generalized data generating process that can be used to consistently estimate all structural parameters in the model for a large variety of network structures (e.g. non-overlapping peer groups or more complex social network data).
Finally, we show the conditions under which two-stage least squares (2SLS) estimation procedures do not suffer from exclusion bias. We note that successful 2SLS procedures require the availability of suitable strong instruments that are of a particular type and are consistent only in large samples (Bound et al., 1995) . Our correction methods do not require any instruments and are valid even in small finite samples. Nevertheless, if the dataset available allows for consistent 2SLS estimation, then the latter has the additional advantage of potentially being able to eliminate the exclusion bias. This observation further contributes to the literature by possibly accounting for a counter-intuitive yet common finding in peer effects studies. Many studies on social interactions obtain 2SLS estimates of endogenous peer effects that are significantly larger than OLS estimates. This is counter-intuitive: one would expect OLS estimates to be biased upwards as a result of reflection bias (Manski, 2000) , endogenous peer group formation, or un-observed correlated effects (Brock and Durlauf, 2001; Moffitt, 2001) . This paper provides a new explanation for this finding by showing that the negative exclusion bias that is present in OLS estimation can be eliminated when valid 2SLS estimation strategies are used.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we start off by examining the properties of the exclusion bias in a standard test of random peer assignment into groups. We provide the intuition behind the bias, derive an exact formula, discuss the underlying parameters and suggest various methods that can be used to correct for the bias. We conclude Section 2 by discussing the implications of the addition of cluster fixed effects to the model and show how this aggravates the bias compared to pooled OLS models. Section 3 then moves on to a treatment of the exclusion bias in the estimation of endogenous peer effects. In a simple model with group size equal to 2, we derive exact formulas for the exclusion bias and the reflection bias, which can be used to recover correct peer effect estimates from the naive OLS estimate. We illustrate how the permutation method can be used to correct p-values, to allow for correct inference. Next, we generalize the treatment of the exclusion bias in the estimation of endogenous peer effects, first to peer groups of size greater than 2 and then to the addition of control variables. Section 3 concludes by showing why 2SLS estimation strategies do not suffer from the bias. Section 4 and Section 5 consider the importance of the exclusion bias in more complex peer selection pools and in social network data (as opposed to non-overlapping, mutually exclusive peer groups). Section 6 concludes and discusses the implications of our findings for the literature on peer effects.
Testing random peer assignment 2.1 Intuition
We are interested in the properties of a data generating process in which individual units of observations -which we will refer to as 'individuals' -are assigned a number of peers. We focus here on assignment to non-overlapping, mutually exclusive groups because this the most relevant case of random peer assignment in practice (e.g., assignment to a room, a class, a neighborhood). It is nonetheless possible to extend our results to social networks in general. We revisit this point in Section 5 when we discuss a generalized model.
Here we imagine that a researcher has data on peer assignments and wishes to test whether assignment is random based on an observable variable x ikl , where i indexes individuals, k indexes (peer) groups, and l indexes the pool or cluster from which i's peers are selected. One such example is the study of Dartmouth college freshmen by Sacerdote [2001] , who exploits the random allocation of students to roommates to study peer effects. In that study, i denotes an individual student, l is the dorm to which the student is assigned, and k is the room in dorm l to which he or she is randomly assigned.
Peer effect studies that rely on random peer assignment typically start off by testing whether peer assignment is random. The purpose of this test is akin to testing the 'balancedness' of random assignment to treatment: it verifies that baseline characteristic x ikl of individual i is not correlated with the average characteristic of its peers (excluding individual i),x −i,k,l . Specifically, the researcher estimates:
This is, for example, the test for random assignment reported in Sacerdote [2001] . In that application, model (1) regresses freshman i's pre-treatment test score (e.g. SAT math) on the average pre-treatment test score of his/her roommates. In the case of stratified randomization, cluster dummies δ l are typically added to control for the sub-level at which randomization is carried out -e.g., dorm dummies in the case of Sacerdote [2001] . Researchers typically proceed as if random assignment of peers implies that the estimate of the coefficient β 1 in regression (1) should be 0. As initially argued by Guryan et al. [2009] , this is incorrect: a mechanical negative relationship exists between i's characteristics and those of i's peers prior to treatment. The intuition is as follows. Randomly allocating people to peer groups of size K is like randomly drawing K −1 peers for each individual. Given that individuals cannot be their own peers, they are excluded from the urn from which peers are drawn. This implies that the mean characteristic of an individual's peers selection pool is negatively correlated with the characteristic of the individual herself. As an example, consider the context of Sacerdote [2001] : If a student has a higher than average ability relative to other students in the sample, then excluding her from her pool of potential peers lowers the average ability of the remaining pool. Vice versa, if the student has a lower than average ability, then excluding her from the urn from which her peers are drawn yields a pool with an average ability that is higher than the overall sample mean. This mechanism leads to a negative correlation between individuals' characteristics and the average characteristics of peers. Using Monte Carlo simulations, Guryan et al. [2009] illustrate how this mechanical correlation yields a downward bias in the OLS estimate of β 1 . They also show that this bias is decreasing in the size of the pool from which peers are drawn.
In this section, we formalize the bias in regression (1). We call this bias the 'exclusion bias' given that it is driven by a systematic exclusion of an individual from her peer group in the computation of average peer group outcomes. We derive an exact formula for this bias and we discuss the features of the data generating process behind it. We then propose a general method for testing random peer assignment.
Formulas
Let us assume that we have a population Ω of N individuals. Each individual i ∈ Ω is randomly assigned to a group of K individuals. Let P i ⊆ Ω be the pool of people from which individual i's (K − 1) peers are randomly drawn. The pool P i can be the entire sampled network (e.g., the entire grade population in the school), i.e. P i = Ω. Alternatively, each pool can be a subset of the network, i.e. P i = l ⊂ Ω (e.g., a classroom). The latter is the case, for instance, in Sacerdote [2001] , Glaeser et al. [2002] , Zimmerman [2003] and Duflo and Saez [2011] , where students within a school are randomly assigned to a dormitory or to a work group.
Throughout this paper, we make the natural assumption that individual i is excluded from her own pool, that is, i / ∈ P i . This is equivalent to assuming that individuals are drawn from the pool without replacement. This implies that i is excluded from being her own peer. This feature is what causes a bias -hence the name 'exclusion bias'. In the first sub-section below, we consider the case where P i = Ω, i.e., when peers are drawn from the entire set, with no stratification. In the sub-section that follows, we introduce stratification. In that case, we follow current best practice and add pool fixed effects to regression model (1) and we show how this affects the magnitude of the exclusion bias. To keep the exposition simple, we assume that the size of each pool P i is the same value N P for all i ∈ Ω. Section 4 discusses how the results extend to the more general case where selection pools differ in size.
Without stratification
We first consider the simple case when peers are randomized at the level of the population, i.e. P i = Ω and N P = N . Regression (1) simplifies to:
We formally show that, even with random peer assignment,x −i,k is correlated with the error term ik . To see this, let us expandx −i,k in equation (2). Since each individual i is randomly assigned to a peer group k of size K, i's peer set consists of a random sub-set of (K − 1) individuals from the pool of individuals from which peers are drawn. Letx −i be the average characteristic of the pool of N individuals. Given random peer assignment, E (x −i,k ) =x −i . But the actual drawx −i,k deviates fromx −i by a random component u ik :
with E (u ik ) = 0. Inserting equation (3) into equation (2), we obtain:
where, under random peer assignment, we have
There is a close relationship between σ 2 u and σ 2 since i's peers are drawn from the same population as i. As demonstrated in Appendix B this relationship is:
which indicates that σ 2 u is decreasing in K -the size of the peer group -and it is increasing in N P -the size of the pool from which peers are drawn.
Returning to equation (4) for the specific case where N P = N , we note thatx −i is nothing but:
Equation (4) can thus be rewritten as:
The presence of dependent variable x ik on the right-hand side of equation (7) is what leads the OLS estimate of β 1 to be biased downwards. To derive this correlation more formally, insert equation (4) into equation (6) to obtain a reduced form forx −i :
Under random peer assignment (i.e. β 1 = 0), this equation reduces to:
Comparing equation (4) to equation (9) it is immediately apparent that cov(x −i,k , ik ) = 0 in equation (2) -even though, under random peer assignment, cov(u, ) = 0. It follows that OLS estimation of equation (2) leads to a biased estimate of β 1 :
Using equation (10) together with the expression for var(x −i,k ) derived in Appendix A, we obtain a formula for the magnitude of the exclusion bias in a test of random peer assignment without stratification when the true β 1 = 0:
With stratification
We now generalize this finding to the case when the total population Ω is stratified into distinct pools from within which peers are selected. This arises, for instance, when students in a school are first divided into classes, and then assigned a peer group within their class. In such cases, testing for random peer assignment should control for pool fixed effects. This is the case we consider in this sub-section. Suppose that population Ω is divided into N L pools of equal size L, indexed by l. We continue to assume that individuals are assigned to peer groups of size K, but now the pool P i from which i's (K − 1) peers are drawn is the subset l of Ω of size N P = L. Testing random peer assignment is achieved by estimating regression (1), which we reproduce here:
Appendix C shows how the pool FE estimateβ
in (12) is biased downwards according to the following expression:
Equation (13) is similar to equation (11), except that the magnitude of the exclusion bias depends on L instead of N . In other words, the exclusion bias in the typical test of random peer assignment depends on the size N P of the pool from which peers are drawn. This result highlights that the exclusion bias is not a small sample property: when the size of each selection pool is fixed, the magnitude of the bias does not decrease as N tends to infinity. Proposition 1 summarizes these results.
1 Suppose all individuals in a sampled population Ω of N individuals are randomly allocated to groups of K peers from within a cluster Π ⊆ Ω of size N P , where N P is the size of the cluster from which peers are drawn. Suppose a particular test for random peer assignment is of the following form
where i indexes individuals, k indexes (peer) groups, l indexes clusters and δ is a set of relevant cluster dummies. Then the OLS estimate of β 1 is biased downwards according to the following expression:
where N P is the size of the pool from which peers are drawn. Specifically, N P = N if peers are selected from the entire sampled network, or N P = L if peers are selected at the level of the sub-cluster l.
Proposition 1 demonstrates that the magnitude of the exclusion bias in the test of random peer assignment depends on two key parameters: the size of the peer group K; and the size N P of the pool from which each individual's (K − 1) peers are drawn. Specifically we have:
1. |bias| N P < 0: Ceteris paribus, exclusion bias is less severe in datasets with a larger pool N P of potential peers. This result is consistent with the simulation results reported in Guryan et al. [2009] . Formally, as shown in equation (5), the larger N P is, the larger is the variance of u. From equation (3) we know that, when σ 2 u is large, more variation in x −i,k is explained by the random component u i rather than by the mean of the pool of potential peers,x −i . This accounts for the result.
2.
|bias| K > 0: Ceteris paribus, exclusion bias is more severe in datasets with larger peer groups. The magnitude of the bias is not linear in K, however. If it were, it would indicate that the bias per additional peer remains constant. In contrast, Proposition 1 shows that the bias per peer increases with the total number of peers. 1 Intuitively, the larger the number of people in i's peer group, the more closely the average peer group characteristicȳ −i,k follows the averagex −i of the pool from which peers are drawn. This implies thatx −i,k is more sensitive to the change inx −i that results from the exclusion of x i . Formally, as shown above in equation (3), as K becomes larger, the variance σ 2 u becomes smaller. From equation (4) we know that, as σ 2 u becomes smaller, less of the variation inx −i,k is explained by the random component u i rather than being governed by the mean of the pool of potential peersx −i . This explains the finding.
Proposition 1 also demonstrates that exclusion bias is conceptually different from the attenuation bias associated with classical measurement error (CME). First, exclusion bias is not driven by measurement error -i.e., it arises even in the absence of measurement error. Secondly, exclusion bias behaves very differently from CME. Classical measurement bias is multiplicative in β 1 . Consequently, its sign and magnitude depends on the true β 1 . In particular, CME does not exist if the true β 1 = 0. In contrast, exclusion bias in the test of random peer assignment is additive instead of multiplicative; is always negative; and it does not disappear when the true β 1 is zero.
1 From Proposition 1 we see that the bias per peer is
Simulations
To illustrate the magnitude of the exclusion bias in a typical test of random peer assignment, we conduct a set of Monte Carlo simulations. The results presented here focus on the case of clustered randomization. Simulations vary in pool group size L and peer group size K. For each simulation we generate a dataset of 1000 observations and we randomly assign a normally distributed characteristic x i ∼ N (1, 1) to each of them. We then randomly assign the N individuals to N L pools of L persons each. 2 Finally, within each pool we randomly allocate individuals to peer groups of equal size K. For each dataset generated in this fashion, we estimate the pool fixed effect regression (1). We repeat this process 100 times for each vector of K and L. Given that our data generation process randomly assigns individuals to peer groups, the true β 1 is equal to zero.
The average of estimated β 1 's over 100 replications is summarized in Table 1 for different values of K and L. For comparison purpose, we also report the theoretical E(β 1 ) from Proposition 1. These results confirm our theoretical predictions: the exclusion bias is large in magnitude, and is larger when the size K of the peer group K is large and when the size L of the pool is small. Table 1 also indicates, for each simulation, the proportion of repeated simulation rounds (100 in total) for which we reject the hypothesis at the 5% and 10% significance levels. Figure  1 illustrates the implications for inference more graphically for the simulation of N = 1000 , L = 20 and K = 5 as an example, by plotting the rates at which we reject the null hypothesis for various significance levels and comparing them to the rejection rate that we would expect if the test was unbiased (i.e. the 45 degree line). We see that ignoring exclusion bias has a dramatic effect on inference: a researcher relying on regression (1) to test random peer assignment draws incorrect inference in a large proportion of cases.
Correction of the exclusion bias
We now discuss possible ways of obtaining correct inference when testing random peer assignment. Guryan et al. [2009] propose to control for differences in mean characteristic across selection pools by adding to equation (1) the mean characteristicx −i,l of individuals other than i in selection pool l. The equation they propose is the following:
where ϕ is an additional parameter to be estimated. To see how, under specific conditions, this effectively deals with exclusion bias, we substitute equation (15) in for equation (3) and rearrange as follows:
We see that the inclusion of x −i,l in the regression acts as a proxy and soaks up the non-random component of x −i,k,l . As a result, the coefficient estimateβ 1 measures the partial effect of the random component u ikl . Since E(u ikl ikl ) = 0 under the assumption of random peer selection, plim(β 1 ) = β 1 and OLS yields consistent estimates of the peer effect β 1 . This method has some limitations, however. First, as noted by Guryan et al. [2009] , parameters β 1 and ϕ are separately identified only if there is variation in pool sizes. If every selection pool has the same number of individuals L, then x ikl = Lx l − (L − 1)x −i,l and the model is unidentified. Secondly, even when there is some variation in L across pools, this variation may be insufficient, resulting in multicollinearity and quasi-underidentification.
It is nonetheless possible to draw unbiased inference about random peer assignment without variation in L. We first note that, in the case of fixed pool size L, Proposition 1 can be used to calculate the average bias and thus to correct the point estimate of β 1 :
If pool sizes differ, it is possible to use the generalized version of Proposition 1, which we will discuss later on in Section 4.
To conduct inference, we suggest to simulate the distribution of β 1 under the null hypothesis of random peer assignment from the data at hand, just as we did in the simulations above. 3 To illustrate how this method works, imagine the researcher has observational data y ikl partitioned in groups of varying size K i coming from pools of varying size N P i . This is illustrated in Table  2 below, for the simple case of a fixed pool size.
The object is to test that individuals are randomly assigned to groups within pools using regression (1). We can simulate the distribution of β 1 under the null hypothesis as follows. To recall, the null hypothesis of random assignment within pools can be mimicked by reordering individuals within pools and by assigning them at random into groups. Formally, let us denote the vector of group sizes in pool l as
where m is the number of groups in pool l. Let observations be sorted by group within each pool, as shown in the x ikl column of Table 2 . To mimic random assignment within pools, we create a new variable x ikl that is obtained by reordering x ikl at random within pools, as shown in column x ikl of Table 2 . We then estimate regression (1) using x ikl in lieu of x ikl -and x −i,k = j =i,j∈k x j,k,l in lieu ofx −i,k .
By repeating this process many times, we trace the distribution of β 1 in the data if the null hypothesis is true. Each repetition yields a separate estimate of β s 1 . The mean of the distribution of β s 1 is an estimate of the bias under the null. More importantly, the empirical distribution of β s 1 over the many simulated samples can be used to obtain a corrected p-value for the test that β 1 = 0. This is accomplished in the same way as in other bootstrapping procedures, e.g., by taking the proportion of β s 1 that are above β 1 . To illustrate the performance of this procedure, we generate artificial samples of 1000 observations under the null hypothesis of random assignment for three values of K = {2, 5, 10}. The size of each pool L = 20 and we posit ik ∼ N (1, 1). In columns 2 and 3 of Table 3 , we present the estimate of β 1 obtained in each of the three artificial samples together with the p-value obtained from applying OLS to equation (1). We note that, in all three cases, using the OLS p-value leads us to reject the null hypothesis of random assignment -strongly so when K = 5 or 10. Bootstrapping results are reported in the right panel of Table 2 . In column 4 we present the corrected point estimate of β 1 . This is obtained by subtracting from the OLS estimate the average of the β s 1 obtained over 500 replications. Column 5 presents the corrected p-value obtained as the proportion of the 500 β Table 2 , not around the true β 1 = 0. The corrected p-values in Table 2 take this distributional shift into consideration.
Cluster fixed effects
In this section we discuss more in detail the role of cluster fixed effects (FE) in the magnitude of the exclusion bias. So far we have only considered the case when fixed effects are included at the level of the selection pool (see Section 2). This is a reasonable approach when testing random peer assignment, since pool FEs proxy for any variable on which randomization was conditioned. However, studies of peer effects -which we will turn to next -often include FEs at levels other than the selection pool. For instance, common shocks can generate a positive correlation in outcomes even in the absence of peer effects. FEs may be included to deal with common shocks introduced after random assignment. Since common shocks need not occur at the level of the selection pool, the estimated model often includes FEs other than for selection pools. For instance, students in a school cohort may be randomly allocated to rooms (i.e., the selection pool is the school cohort), but the researcher adds dormitory fixed effects to control for possible shocks common to those in the same dormitory. In other cases, FEs are added at a higher level than the selection pool, or are not included at all, for instance because the selection pool is not clearly defined in the data.
In this section we show, for the case when β 1 = 0 (i.e., no peer effect), that the inclusion of cluster fixed effects can exacerbate the exclusion bias. Similar results apply for the case when β 1 > 0. We compare two estimators,β OLS 1 which is obtained by estimating equation (2) using OLS; andβ
which is obtained by estimating equation (12) with cluster fixed effects δ l . We consider two possibilities: either (i) peers are selected at the level of the entire population Ω; or (ii) peers are selected within clusters indexed by l ⊂ Ω. For illustration purposes, we focus on the case where all clusters are of the same size L. In Appendix Dwe demonstrate the following proposition:
2 When peers are selected among the entire population Ω:
When peer group formation occurs at the cluster level l ⊂ Ω:
What the proposition states is that when cluster FEs are added at a level lower than the selection pool, the expected exclusion bias is unchanged. But when cluster FEs are included at the level at which peer selection occurs, the exclusion bias worsens. The intuition behind Proposition 2 is the following. Recall that the exclusion bias arises whenever individual i (i) is excluded from her potential peer group (selection without replacement) but (ii) is a potential peer for other observed individuals j. It is this combination of conditions that creates a negative correlation between x ikl andx −i,k,l : if selection is done with replacement or if i cannot be a peer of her own peers, no correlation can arise between x ikl andx −i,k,l if assignment is random. The bias caused by the introduction of cluster FEs is driven by condition (ii). The logic is as follows. The omission of individual i from her selection pool creates a correlation between x ikl andx −i,k,l within each selection pool, but since individual i is not part of other selection pools, x ikl is not correlated with the variation inx −i,k,l that is due to differences in pool quality. When cluster FEs are omitted, identification of β 1 uses all the variation in x ikl andx −i,k,l , including variation inx −i,k,l due to different pool quality. When cluster FEs are included, identification of β 1 uses only the variation inx −i,k,l within each cluster. This mechanically exacerbates exclusion bias since identification of β 1 no longer relies on the part of the variation inx −i,k,l that is not correlated with x ikl . Table 4 demonstrates the effect of adding cluster FE relative to pooled OLS (POLS) in the case where peers are selected at the level of the cluster l of size L = 20.
A corrolary of the above proposition is that, keeping the size of each selection pool constant, lim N →∞ E(β F E 1 ) is a negative constant that does not vary with N . The value of this constant is given by formula (14). In contrast, it can be shown that lim N →∞ E(β OLS 1 ) = 0. The simulation results in Table 4 clearly illustrate this corrolary. This implies omitting cluster FEs when testing random assignment leads to an asymptotic elimination of the exclusion bias. Including FEs for selection pools is therefore not necessarily a good idea, especially in large samples where the difference between E(β OLS 1
) and E(β 
Estimating endogenous peer effects
In this section we illustrate how exclusion bias also affects the estimation of endogenous peer effects. To make this illustration as clear as possible, we ignore the possibility of multiple selection clusters (thus eliminating the need for cluster fixed effects) and we abstract from exogenous peer effects. We generalize the model further below. The linear-in-means peer effects model we seek to estimate has the following form:
If the true β 1 = 0 the results would be exactly the same as those derived in the previous section and summarized by Proposition 1. Here, we will assume that the true β 1 = 0.
We begin with a simple example in which group size K = 2. For this example, the exact value of the reflection bias and exclusion bias can be derived algebraically if we assume away unobserved common shocks and other correlated effects. We then generalize the approach for an arbitrary group size and show how non-linear least square estimation can be used to obtain an estimate of β 1 that is free of both reflection and exclusion bias. While this estimator is useful for illustration purposes, its practical usefulness is limited by the need to assume the absence of correlated effects, an assumption that may not be warranted in practice. We then discuss how other approaches can be used to address the reflection bias while also eliminating the exclusion bias.
3.1 Simple model with group size K = 2
Reflection bias
We start by ignoring exclusion bias to derive a precise formula of the reflection bias in our model. This will allow us to distinguish the exclusion bias from the reflection bias later on. We focus on a special case in which there are no correlated effects. Ignoring exclusion bias, this assumption implies i.i.d. errors. We thus have
for all i = j and all k = m, and E[ ik jk ] = 0 for all k and all i = j. The E[ ik jm ] = 0 equality assumes away correlated effects across groups. The E[ ik jk ] = 0 equality is far from innocuous since it assumes away the presence of what Manski (1993) calls correlated effects, that is, correlated ik between individuals belonging to the same peer group. With this assumption, any correlation in outcomes between members of the same peer group is interpreted as driven by endogenous peer effects. This assumption can thus be used for identification purposes, in spite of the well-known existence of a reflection bias.
To show this formally, we consider a system of equations similar to that of Moffit (2001) . We ignore control variables, contextual effects and cluster fixed effects, to make the demonstration easier to follow. In Section 3.3 we discuss an extension of this model to include other explanatory variables. We have, in each group:
Solving this system of simultaneous linear equations yields the following reduced forms:
which shows that y 1 and y 2 are correlated even if 1 and 2 are not. None of the 's from other groups enter this pair of equation since we have assumed no spillovers across groups. We have:
If 1 and 2 are independent from each other, E[ 1 2 ] = 0 and we can write:
where we have used E[ 1 2 ] = 0 to go from line 2 to line 3. The latter assumption will be relaxed in the next section, when we introduce exclusion bias to the equation. The covariance between y 1 and y 2 is given by:
where we have again used the assumption that E[ 1 2 ] = 0. The correlation coefficient r between y 1 and y 2 is:
We can now illustrate the magnitude of the reflection bias on its own. Suppose that we regress y 1 on y 2 , i.e., we estimate a model of the form:
What is the relationship between the regression coefficient b and the structural parameter β In a univariate regression, there exists a close relationship between coefficient b and the correlation r between the dependent and independent variable:
= r since σ y 1 = σ y 2
Hence we have:
This expression gives a closed-form solution for the reflection bias in this simple example where we have ignored exclusion bias. Note that, based on this formula, E[ b] = 0 iff β = 0. This means we can in principe test whether β = 0 by testing whether b = 0 in regression (16). Formula (18) can also be used to recover a correct estimate of β from the naive b. We have:
This demonstrates that, in this simple example, identification can be achieved solely from the assumption of independence of 1 and 2 . In spite of the reflection problem, we have not had to use any instrument.
Exclusion bias
So far we have assumed that 1 and 2 are uncorrelated with each other. This is not, however, strictly true because of the presence of exclusion bias. To see why, consider a simple model in which we ex ante assign to each individual i a value y i from an i.i.d. distribution i :
We then randomly assign individuals to pairs. As was discussed elaborately in Section 2, because assignment is done without replacement, someone with a high i is, on average, assigned a peer with a lower j , and vice versa if i has a low i . It follows that errors i are negatively correlated within matched pairs. The value of this correlation is given by Proposition 1. Specifically, from Proposition 1 we know that if we regress 1 on 2 under the null hypothesis that they have been randomly assigned to groups, we obtain a regression coefficient that is on average:
As per formula (17) above, this is also the correlation coefficient ρ between 1 on 2 that is due to exclusion bias since σ 1 = σ 2 = σ . The sample covariance between 1 and 2 is thus:
We can now calculate the covariance between y 1 and y 2 that results from the combination of both the reflection bias and the exclusion bias. We need to recalculate everything above. The expectation of y is unchanged. The variance of y 1 now is:
The covariance is:
Equipped with the above results, we can now derive an expression for the combined bias from reflection bias and exclusion bias that would result if we estimate model:
As before, we use the fact that b e = r. Hence we have:
We present in Table 5 simple calculations based on the above formulas to illustrate the magnitude of the reflection and exclusion bias for various values of β. We see that, when β is zero or is small, the total predicted bias is dominated by the exclusion bias and is thus negative. As β increases, however, the reflection bias takes over and leads to coefficient estimates that overestimate the true β 1 . What is striking is that the combination of reflection bias and exclusion bias produces coefficient estimates that diverge dramatically from the true β, sometimes underestimating it and sometimes over-estimating it. The direction of the bias nonetheless has a clear pattern that can be summarized as follows:
1. If β = 0, we get E[ b e ] = ρ < 0 which is the size of the exclusion bias. We cannot draw correct inference about β = 0 by looking directly at b e . This is because b e can be negative even when β is positive.
2. It is possible for E[ b e ] to be negative even though β > 0. This arises when ρ is large in absolute value, for instance if N p = 10 and K = 2 as in Table 4 .
3. However, since the exclusion bias is always negative, b e > 0 can only arise if β > 0.
Inference
Under the assumption of independent errors, we can recover an estimate of β using the same approach as in (19). We can turn formula (22) into a quadratic expression in β. Taking roots, we obtain an estimate β e of the true β using the value of the exclusion bias ρ from (20) and the coefficient estimate b e from regression (21):
This formula confirms that the exclusion bias ρ does affect parameter estimates and parameter recovery. Ignoring exclusion bias leads to incorrect point estimates and biased inference about endogenous peer effects. While the reflection bias pushes b e to exceeds β, the exclusion bias pushes in the other direction. As shown in Table 4 , the exclusion bias easily dominates for reasonably moderate values of β. It is only for very large values of β that the reflection bias dominates and leads to an over-estimation of β. The rest of the time, regression (21) is biased towards finding no significantly positive peer effects. 4 While formula (23) can be used to obtain a corrected estimate of the peer effect coefficient β, there remains the important question of inference: how can we test whether β e is significantly different from 0 In order to do correct inference, we need to correct p-values for the standard test of significance that β = 0. The solution is essentially the same as that used earlier. Under the null hypothesis that β = 0, there is no correlation between paired y's, so coefficient estimates of β e should be centered around ρ < 0. The question is how much sample variation around ρ is 'too much'. The idea is to simulate, using the sample data, the distribution of β e that would arise under the null. This is achieved by replicating the random assignment of peers followed in the sample data to form counterfactual pairs. Since these pairs are formed at random, we expect no correlation in the y's other than that due to exclusion bias. The variation across counterfactual samples mimics the variation that would naturally arise in the data, given the random assignment procedure and other features of the sample.
To illustrate, we present the results of a Monte Carlo study in Table 6 . We created random samples of 1000 observations following the data generating process described above but for different values of β. We then used bootstrapping to obtain correct p-values using 500 replications per regression. Reported p-values are for two-sided tests. We also report the simulated distribution of b e for different values of β. We set K = 2, L = 10 and N = 1000. In columns 2 and 3 we report the estimates of b e and the corresponding p-value as reported by OLS. In column 4 we report the corrected estimate β e obtained using formula (23). The last column presents the corrected p-values obtained from 500 bootstrapping replication of the null hypothesis of no peer effect. Results confirm that b e is dramatically biased, sometimes yielding a significantly negative estimate of β when the true β is close to zero, sometimes yielding an inflated estimate of β when reflection bias dominates. Corrected estimates β e do not display this pattern, however: they are largely centered on the true β. We also note that using corrected p-values eliminates the risk of incorrectly concluding that β < 0. When the true value of β is positive but small, we are unable to reject that β = 0, an indication that power may not always be sufficient to identify the presence of peer effects. As a whole, however, the method we propose produces a massive improvement in inference in this case.
General group model with uncorrelated errors
We used the K = 2 case to illustrate how reflection and exclusion bias combine to affect coefficient estimates. For the simple K = 2 case, we were able to derive a formula to correct the estimate of β. Obtaining a closed-form formula becomes more difficult if not impossible once we generalize to larger values of group size K. But provided that we are still willing to assume i.i.d. errors, it is still possible to obtain an estimate of the true β and to bootstrap its p-value.
To illustrate, we consider a general structural model of the form:
where Y is vector of all Y i , vector G i identifies all the peers of individual i, X i is a vector of individual characteristics that affect Y i directly, and X is the matrix of all X i . Parameter γ captures the effect of the characteristics of individual i on Y i , β captures endogenous peer effects as before, and δ captures so-called exogenous peer effects, that is, the effect of the characteristics of peers that affect i directly without the need to influence the behavior of the peers. Matrix G is the matrix of all G i vectors. In the linear-in-means model (1), G i is a vector of 0's and 1/(K − 1) so that G i Y is equal toȳ −i,k,l . But this can be generalized to other influence models by varying G i , for instance by letting G be a network adjacency matrix. Regression model (24) can be written in matrix form:
Simple algebra yields: Y = (I − βG) −1 (γX + δGX + ) from which we obtain:
where we have assumed that the G matrix is non-stochastic. The covariance matrix of the X's is identified from the data. If the 's are i.i.d, we have:
as before. With this assumption, expression (25) can be used as starting point for estimation. With exclusion bias, however,
Fortunately, formula (20) can be used to derive the covariance matrix of the u's. In this case E[ ] is a block-diagonal matrix of the form:
We have shown that, for two individuals i and j in the same selection pool of size L, we have
be rewritten more simply as:
where the value of ρ is given by formula (20). What is important is that ρ is known, it does not need to be estimated. Pre-and post-multiplying by (I − βG) −1 in expression (25) only picks within-group off-diagonal elements. Equation (20) combined with (26) and (27) provides a characterization of the data generating process that can be used to estimate structural parameters β, γ, δ and σ 2 . As in the simple example presented earlier, identification is achieved from the assumption that errors are independent across observations -except for exclusion bias. With this assumption, instruments are not required in spite of the presence of reflection bias. Inference can be conducted in the same way as before, that is, by simulating the distribution of estimated coefficients under the null hypothesis of no peer effects.
One approach to estimate (25) is to rely on maximum likelihood. The form of the resulting likelihood function is similar to that used in spatial econometrics (e.g. Drukker et al., 2013) , the only difference being exclusion bias which we correct for. Another, simpler approach is to rely on non-linear least squares. In this case, we choose the parameters β that provides the best fit to the observed data E[Y Y ]. This is achieved using a search algorithm. For each guess β (n) the algorithm makes regarding β, we can easily solve for the corresponding values of γ and δ simply by calculating Y − β (n) GY and regressing it on X and GX to obtain estimates of γ and δ. This process also yields a corresponding estimate of the variance of errors σ 2 .
To illustrate the effectiveness of this approach, we estimate model (24) on simulated data, using 100 Monte Carlo replications. We keep the number of observations in each sample constant -N = 100 -but we vary the value of K and the value of β. To better illustrate the role of exclusion bias, we set the number of groups within a cluster to a small value (i.e., 2). Cluster fixed effects are included throughout. In the first row we report the uncorrected β OLS obtained by regressing Y i on G i Y and cluster fixed effects. Results confirm that the uncorrected β is biased. This bias results from the combination of two sources of bias: reflection bias, and exclusion bias. When β is small, the exclusion bias tends to dominate our model and the naive β underestimate the true β. The naive β is more likely to overestimate the true β when exclusion bias is small, which occurs when ρ is small (e.g., when each selection pool is large). In Table  7 , the exclusion bias dominates everywhere except in the last column. In the second row, we report the β RC estimate corrected for reflection bias but ignoring the exclusion bias. This is the estimate derived from model (25) with E[ ] = σ 2 I. In all cases, the estimate is closer to the true β, but the failure to eliminate exclusion bias results in an underestimation of the true β on average. The last column reports the average β EC estimate derived from model (25) with E[ ] given by (27). Even with our small N , β EC is centered around its true value in all cases.
We also note that, when β = 0, β OLS and β RC often yield incorrect inference -e.g., concluding that β < 0 when it actually is 0, or concluding that β < 0 when the true β > 0.
Control variable approach
In some circumstances, it is possible to eliminate the exclusion bias using control variables. This is best illustrated with an example, namely, the golf tournament studied by Guryan et al. [2009] . Many random pairing experiments, such as the random assignment of students to rooms or to classes, have a similar structure.
At t + 1 golfers participating to tournament l are assigned to a peer group k with which they play throughout the tournament. The performance of golfer i in tournament l is written y ikl,t+1 . The researcher has information on the performance of each golfer i in past golf tournaments. This information is denoted as y iklt . The researcher wishes to test whether performance in a tournament depends on who golfers are paired with. The researcher wishes to estimate coefficient β 1 in a regression of the form:
A key difference with our earlier models is that hereȳ −i,klt is calculated using the past performance of peers, before the random assignment of peers. Because random assignment to peer groups is done without replacement,ȳ −i,klt is negatively correlated with the past performance y iklt of individual i even though, given the random nature of the assignment process, there cannot be peer effects. Since past performance is correlated with unobserved talent, y iklt is positively correlated with y ikl,t+1 . This generates a negative exclusion bias in regression (28): coefficient β 1 is biased downward. This example nonetheless suggests an immediate and easy solution: to include y iklt as additional regressor, since this automatically eliminates the exclusion bias. The model to estimate is thus:
where y iklt serves the role of control variable. If the researcher does not have panel data, the exclusion bias may nonetheless be reduced by using individual characteristics of i as control variables to soak up some of the variation in y ikl . How successful this approach may be in practice is unclear, although simulations (not reported) indicate that the reduction in the magnitude of the exclusion bias in models can be sizable when adding control variables that have a high correlation with y ikl (e.g., 0.8). The improvement is negligible, however, when the correlation is small (e.g., 0.2).
Instrumental variable approach
So far we have assumed away the possibility of so-called 'correlated effects', that is, that errors i 's are correlated ex ante, that is, before introducing reflection and exclusion bias. Correlated effects can arise for a variety of reasons, such as unobserved characteristics and shocks that are common to individuals in the same peer groups. These correlated effects generate a correlation in the outcomes y i 's in the same peer group even in the absence of peer effects. If we erroneously assume away the possibility of correlated effects, we will attribute to peer effects what is in fact due to unobserved correlated effects. For this reason, researchers often rely on instrumental variables when estimating peer effect models -which is the method recommended by Manski (1993) .
We show here that the use of instrumental variables can -under certain conditions -de facto eliminate the exclusion bias. In particular, exclusion bias disappears if one controls for i's own value of the instrument whilst using the average peers' value as an instrument forȳ −i,kl .
To illustrate this formally, we assume that the researcher has a suitable instrumentz −i,kl forȳ −i,kl . For instance,z −i,kl may be the peer group average of a characteristic z known not to influence y ikl , e.g., because this characteristic has been assigned experimentally. Ifz −i,kl is informative aboutȳ −i,kl , then z ikl should be informative about y ikl as well and is therefore often included in the estimated regression.
The first and second stages of this 2SLS estimation strategy can be written as follows:
where E(z ikl ikl ) = 0, E( ikl ) = 0 andŷ −i,kl =π 0 +π 1z−i,kl +π 2 z ikl +δ l is the fitted value from the first-stage regression.
Expanding the second-stage 2SLS equation and replacing the fitted values by the above expression, it is straightforward to see that cov(ŷ −i,kl , ikl |z ikl ) = 0 and thereforeβ
2SLS 1
does not suffer from exclusion bias. We have:
If y ikl and z ikl are correlated (i.e., if β 2 = 0), we expectz −i,kl to be mechanically correlated
+ũ ikl , whereũ is defined in the same manner for z as u was defined for y in equation (3): z −i,k = z −i + u ik . However, equation (29) controls for z ikl which prevents this mechanical relationship from generating an exclusion bias, allowinĝ β 2SLS 1 to be an unbiased estimate of the peer effect. An important implication of this result is that, in the absence of correlated effects and other sources of endogeneity such as measurement error, 2SLS strategies of the type described here yield IV estimates that tend to be larger -i.e., more positive -than OLS peer-effect estimates since they do not contain the exclusion bias. The finding that the downward bias present in OLS can be eliminated by 2SLS provides an alternative explanation for the common but counter-intuitive tendency of peer effects studies to obtain 2SLS estimates that are larger than their OLS counterparts (e.g. Goux and Maurin, 2007; De Giorgi et al., 2010; de Melo, 2011; Brown and Laschever, 2012; Helmers and Patnam, 2012; Krishnan and Patnam, 2012; Naguib, 2012; Collin, 2013) . So far, this counter-intuitive finding has either been ignored, or been attributed to classical measurement error, or to the local average treatment interpretation of 2SLS.
Note, however, that for a 2SLS strategy to effectively eliminate the exclusion bias, it is important that one controls for i's own value of the instrument, i.e. z ikl , in (29). Estimation strategies employed in Bramouille et al. [2009] and De Giorgi et al. [2010] , for instance, successfully satisfy these criteria. Any IV method that fails to do so will suffer from exclusion bias in the same way and for the same reasons as OLS does.
Moreover, valid 2SLS estimation strategies require the availability of suitable strong instruments and are biased in finite samples (Bound et al., 1995) . Exogenous sources of variation are particularly hard to find in settings that control for cluster fixed effects. Therefore, many studies use OLS and rely on cluster fixed effects to identify peer effects. In order to address exclusion bias, such settings could make use of the correction methods suggested in this paper, which do not require any instruments and which are valid even in small finite samples.
More complex peer selection pools
In practice, determining the magnitude of the exclusion bias is not always as straightforward as in the models considered so far. Until now, we have assumed that peers are randomly drawn from within a well-specified pool of fixed size N P . In this section we discuss possible extensions to more complex selection pools.
1. In the cluster sampling models considered so far, we have assumed that all selection pools are of equal size N P = L. If selection pools vary in size, it can be shown that the exclusion bias in a pool fixed effects model is given by the following expression when β 1 = 0:
where L l denotes the size of selection pool l. Intuitively, expression (30) results from assigning different weights to sampled observations, where weights are given by the share
2. Peers may not be selected from mutually exclusive selection pools. For instance, students tend befriend mostly classmates. But they may also have friends in other classrooms. To capture this situation, let us now reserve the word 'cluster' to denote the pool from which most friends are selected -so that selection pool and cluster are no longer synonymous. In the example above, membership to a peer group is correlated with membership to a cluster, but some peers are selected from outside the cluster. This means that selection pools are not mutually exclusive; they partially overlap.
To illustrate, consider a specification in which individual i in cluster l selects a proportion θ of his peers from within cluster l and a proportion (1 − θ) from the population but outside cluster l. In the previous sections we considered cases where E(ȳ −i,k,l ) =ȳ −i,l . Now E(ȳ −i,k,l ) follows:
where 0≤ θ ≤ 1 andȳ −l,Ω is the average outcome over the entire population Ω excluding cluster l. Although a further treatment of this extension is beyond the scope of this paper, we conjecture that, in a group fixed effects model, the exclusion bias falls when at least one peer is selected from outside the cluster (θ < 1) compared to a situation where all peers are drawn from within the cluster (θ = 1). The intuition is as follows. A model with cluster fixed effects only considers the variation in outcomes within the cluster. The exclusion bias is driven by the negative correlation between i's outcome and the expected outcome E(ȳ −i,k,l ) of i's peer group. This correlation should fall whenever θ < 1, hence reducing exclusion bias. 5 3. A third complication is that, in practice, the pool of potential peers is not always well defined, especially in non-randomized studies. In some studies on peer effects in educational achievement, survey respondents are asked to identify peers from the entire school roster, in which case θ < 1 (e.g. Halliday and Kwak, 2012; Fletcher, 2012) . 6 In other studies, people are restricted to identify peers among a list of students in their classroom, thereby ensuring that θ = 1 (e.g. de Melo, 2011). Fletcher and Ross [2012] , in an attempt to control for correlated effects, construct 'clusters of observationally equivalent individuals who face the same friendship opportunity set and make the same type of friendship choices' within the school. To the extent that students select peers from within these clusters, it is the size of these groups that determines the magnitude of the exclusion bias. The boundaries of the pools from which peers are selected are seldom well defined, however.
4. Fourth, even if the pool of potential peers is precisely known, in non-randomized studies it is seldom the case that peers can be considered as randomly drawn within the selection pools. Consequently, the expected value of the outcome of i's peers may differ from the net-i-pool-average E(ȳ −i,k,l ). In such cases, calculating the size of the exclusion bias would require simulating the peer assignment process that generated the data. If the researcher is willing to posit a data generation process for peer assignment, the exclusion bias can be approximated using the same type of randomization inference that we described earlier.
How difficult this would be in practice depends on the nature of the posited peer assignment process.
Network data
Until now we have considered situations in which peers form groups, i.e., such that if i and j are peers and j and k are peers, then i and k are peers as well. Exclusion bias also arises when peers do not form groups but more general networks, i.e., such that i and k need not be peers.
To illustrate this, let us go back to the canonical case considered in Section 2, namely, let us assume that individuals in cluster l are randomly assigned peers within that cluster. The only difference with Section 2 is that we no longer restrict attention to peer groups but allow the network of links between peers to take an arbitrary shape within each cluster l.
Estimation
The approach developed to estimate general group models with uncorrelated errors can be further generalized to groups of unequal size and to arbitrary network data. Equation (25) remains the same. The only thing that changes is the shape of the adjacency matrix G. This is true even though, for arbitrary network data, it is in general impossible to obtain a closed-form expression for the exclusion bias when estimating regression (24). Pre-and post-multiplying matrix E[ ] by (I − βG) −1 in expression (25) picks the relevant off-diagonal elements to construct the needed correction for exclusion bias.
We illustrate this approach in Table. .
. [work in progress]

Inference
Formally let g ijl = 1 is i and j in cluster l are peers and 0 otherwise. 7 The network matrix in cluster l is written
We follow convention and set g ii = 0 always. We need a way of expressing the average outcome of i's peers. To this effect, let n il denote the number of peers (or degree) or i. The value of n il may differ across individuals. Let us define vector g il as a vector formed by dividing i's row in G l by n il , i.e.:
where, as before, L denotes the size of the cluster. For instance, let L = 4 and assume that individual 1 has individuals 2 and 4 as peers. The g il = [0,
With this notation, the average outcome of the peers of i can be written as g il y l where y l is the vector of all outcomes in cluster l. With this notation, the peer effect model that we aim to estimate becomes:
It is intuitively clear that exclusion bias affects model (32) as well: individual i is excluded from the selection poor of its own peers, and this generates a mechanical negative correlation between i's outcome and that of its peers. Although it may not be possible to derive a closedform solution for this correlation, permutation methods can be used to simulate it when the null hypothesis of β 1 = 0 is satisfied.
To recall, we want to simulate the counterfactual distribution of β 1 under the null hypothesis of zero peer effects. The difference with Section 3 is that peers are not selected by randomly partitioning individuals into groups within clusters, but rather by randomly assigning peers within clusters. For simulations to yield a β 1 distribution that can serve as counterfactual for regression model of (32), the network matrices in each cluster must be the same. In other words, the random assignment of peers within clusters must preserve the network matrix structure. To achieve this within a cluster l, we scramble matrix G l in the following way. Say the original ordering individual indices in cluster l is {1, ..., i, ..., j, ..., L}. We generate a random reordering (k) of these indices, e.g. {j, ..., 1, ..., L, ..., i}. We then reorganize the elements of G l according to this reordering to obtain a counter-factual network matrix G (k) l . To illustrate, imagine that i has been mapped into k and j into m. Then element g ijl of matrix G l becomes element g kml in matrix G (k) l . We then use this matrix to compute the average peer variable g (k)
il y l . This approach is known in the statistical sociology literature as Quadratic Assignment Procedure or QAP (e.g., Krackhardt, 1988) . For each reordering (k) we estimate model (32) and obtain a counter-factual estimate β (k) 1 . We then use the distribution of the β (k) 1 's as approximation of the distribution of β 1 under the null of zero peer effects.
We illustrate the outcome of this simulation approach in Table. .
. [work in progress]
6 Concluding remarks
The objective of this study was to conduct an in-depth and formal analysis of a listed (Guryan et al., 2009 ) but so far unproven and unstudied source of downward estimation bias in standard peer effects models. This negative bias -which we call 'exclusion bias' -exists on top of other, well-known sources of bias such as reflection bias and correlated effects. The paper provides important insights into the cause, consequences and solutions of this bias, which has largely been ignored to date. We have shown that the bias is driven by the exclusion of individuals from the pool from which their peers are drawn and have demonstrated that this negative bias can seriously affect point estimates in standard tests of random peer assignment and in the estimation of endogenous peer effects. The magnitude of the bias is particularly strong in studies that consider large peer groups relative to the size of the peer selection pool (e.g. number of peers considered in a classroom) and those that include cluster fixed effects whenever peers are selected at the level of a sub-cluster (e.g. classroom). A striking result is that when the true peer effect is small or zero, the negative exclusion bias dominates the positive reflection bias yielding an overall negative bias on the peer effect estimate.
The finding that the exclusion bias becomes more severe as the number of peers in the reference group grows implies that comparisons of estimates between models that vary in peer group size can be misleading. For instance, Glaeser, Sacerdote, and Scheinkman [2002] compare estimates of peer effects on test scores of students in Dartmouth College for three different units of peer group aggregation: The dormitory room (containing on average 2.3 students), the dormitory floor (containing on average eight students) and the dormitory (containing on average 27 students). According to this study, the estimated peer effect decreases with the level of aggregation. Although this finding may reflect diminishing peer effects as peers become more distant from each other, it may also -at least partially -be driven by exclusion bias. Similarly, Halliday and Kwak [2012] , whose specific aim is to compare peer effects estimates for different definitions of peer groups in the education literature, find that the estimated peer effect is significantly smaller when school grade cohorts are used instead of smaller circles of friends. Note that this result also applies to any heterogeneity analysis of peer effects across cohorts that differ in peer group size. For instance, if sociology students tend to have more friends than economics students, then estimated peer effects that are smaller for sociology students may be confounded by exclusion bias.
Furthermore, these results caution against naive comparisons between peer effects models that include cluster fixed effects and models that do not control for cluster fixed effects. As shown above, the exclusion bias is aggravated in the latter type of models, whenever peer group formation is correlated with cluster formation. For example, studies adding classroom effects (e.g. de Melo, 2011 ) , dormitory effects (e.g. Sacerdote, 2001) or school effects (e.g. Fletcher, 2012) will be more severely affected by the exclusion bias if peers are selected -partially or completely -from within the respective clusters. The literature tends to interpret a drop in the estimate of the endogenous peer effects in models adding cluster fixed effects as evidence of unobserved covariates at the cluster level. Although such correlates will often matter, the results in this paper suggest that such interpretations of the results may be confounded by the presence of the exclusion bias.
The finding that the downward exclusion bias, present in OLS estimation, can be eliminated by certain 2SLS estimation strategies is equally important. It provides an alternative explanation for the common but counter-intuitive tendency of peer effects studies to obtain 2SLS estimates of endogenous peer effects that are larger than their OLS counterparts (e.g. Goux and Maurin, 2007; De Giorgi et al., 2010; de Melo, 2011; Helmers and Patnam, 2014) .
We discussed various methods that can be used to draw unbiased inference whenever 2SLS strategies are not applicable. Unlike the method suggested by Guryan et al. [2009] , the methods described in this paper can be used in a wide range of applications, allowing for very general network structures (e.g. fixed pool sizes, non-overlapping peer groups, network data, etc.). For simple peer structures such as peer groups of size 2 we showed how one can use the exact formulas derived in this paper to correct point estimates and permutation methods to correct p-values. For more complex peer structures (e.g. peer groups of size greater than 2 or network data) and assuming that error terms are independent across observations, we characterized the data generation process that can be used to consistently estimate structural parameters, using maximum likelihood estimation or non-linear least squares.
Finally, note that not all peer effects studies are affected by the exclusion bias. The exclusion bias arises whenever (i) an individual i is excluded from her potential peer group, (ii) whilst i is a potential peer of other observed individuals in the sample, and (iii) one considers a peer effects model that regresses individual i's characteristic on an average characteristic of i's peer group without controlling for i's own characteristic. Examples of studies that that no not suffer from exclusion bias include studies that exclude i's own outcome when calculating the average peer group characteristic (e.g. Conley and Udry, 2010) , studies that use lagged outcome or pre-determined outcomes of peers rather than contemporeneous outcomes whilst controlling for lagged outcome or pre-determined outcome of individual i herself (e.g. Munshi, 2004; Bayer et al., 2009) or studies that are based on an randomized controlled trial design to estimate peer effects (e.g. Duflo and Saez, 2003) .
If present and not properly addressed, however, exclusion bias may significantly affect the results of social interaction studies. Its consequences may be especially problematic for empirical analyses that consider cluster fixed effects, for which the magnitude of the bias will not decrease as the sample size tends to infinity. A Deriving an expression for var(x −i,k ) in model without cluster FE When peers are grouped, var(x −i,k ) is a weighted sum of the within-peer group variance of x −i,k , i.e. σ 2 W and the between-peer group variance of x −i,k , i.e. σ 2 B . Specifically, we have:
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The within-peer group variance ofx −i,k can be derived by use of the reduced form ofx −i,k for the case when β 1 = 0, as follows:
The between-peer group variance ofx −i,k is the variance of the peer group mean ofx −i,k :
Using (33), (34) and (35) we obtain an expression for the total var(x −i,k ) :
B Relationship between σ 2 u and σ
2
We can re-write equation 3 as follows:
Using var(x ik ) = σ 2 and equation (9) and the assumption that x ik is i.i.d. (prior to treatment), we derive
C Exclusion bias in cluster sampling
The cluster sampling equivalent of equation 7 is
Averaging equation 38 over all L observations in group l , we obtain the cluster average outcome:
(39) Note that cluster fixed effect equation 1 can be rewritten in terms of deviations of outcomes from their respective cluster averages, as follows
Inserting 38 and 39, we derive the following expression for the cluster fixed effects model where peers are drawn from the cluster l:
Denotingz = x ikl −x l , for z = x, u, , we have:
Using the properties of the covariance and variance operators, we obtain the following expression for the cluster fixed effects estimate of β 1 when the true β 1 = 0:
In order to expand equation 41, we consider:
and
and u is assumed independent across individuals (under the Null hypothesis that β 1 = 0 ):
Using equation 40 , we derive the reduced form of −ẍ L−1 :
Using E(¨ ) = E( ikl −¨ l ) = 0 , equations 42 , 44, 45 and β 1 = 0 (since we consider the case of random peer assignment), we derive:
Similarly,
Again using equation 45 , we have:
Using equations 42 -48 and 5 , we obtain:
Hence, we can expand equation 41 as follows:
D Proof proposition 2
When data are clustered at a sub-level smaller than the total sample size N , the pooled OLS estimatorβ 
where 0 < η 2 < 1 is the ratio of the between sum of squares of the independent variable of interest,ȳ −i,k,l , to its total sum of squares. The cluster fixed effects estimator was derived in Appendix C where we found that E β F E 1 < 0. The between estimator is the OLS estimator from a regression ofȳ l on an intercept andȳ −i,l , whereȳ l denotes the average outcome y ikl over the individuals in group l andȳ −i,l denotes the average peer group outcome of the group:
In this Appendix we will derive this estimator and show that E β 1. When peers are selected from within the cluster l ⊂ Ω, we expect there to be a positive correlation between the cluster average outcome and the average peer group outcome in the cluster, that is, β 1 > 0 in 53. In this case, E β BE 1 > 0 and the OLS estimate will lie somewhere in between the negative FE estimate and the positive between-group estimate and
2. When peers are selected among the entire population Ω, we do not expect there to be any correlation between the cluster average outcome and the average peer group outcome in the cluster. In this case, β 1 = 0 in 53 and E β BE 1 = 0. This implies:
) . This proves proposition 2. We will now derive an expression for E β BE 1 and prove that E β BE 1 > 0 when peers are selected from within the cluster.
The between-group model equivalent of the reduced form equation given in (8) is:
whereȳ −i,l is the average outcome over the individuals in the group l , excluding individual i, andȳ l ,ū l and¯ l denote the group averages of y , u and , respectively. Under random peer assignment (i.e. β 1 = 0), this equation reduces to:
Using (55), we have:
where in the last step we used the result in (5). Using equation (56) and (57) we obtain:
This proves that E β BE 1 > 0 when peers are selected from within the cluster.
We can also use 52 to prove that corrolary that comes with Proposition 2, i.e. thatβ are presented in (14) and 58, respectively. We will now derive an expression for η 2 .
Weight parameter η 2 in equation (59) is the ratio of the between-group sum of squares of the independent variable of interest,ȳ −i,k,l , to its total sum of squares: 
Specifically, SS BḠ
is the sum of all the squared differences between each of the cluster group means and the overall sample mean, multiplied by the number of observations in the group l. In other words:
where SS BĒ
is the sum of squares ofȳ −i,l in the between estimation regression (44) in Appendix (C). Furthermore, using the definition of the variance operator, we know that:
Using equations (59) - (61), we obtain:
Substituting in for the expression of var (ȳ −i,l ) given by equation (57) , we finally have:
Next, SS W ithin
is the sum of the squared differences between each individual's average peer group outcome,ȳ −i,k,l , and its average for the individual's groupȳ −i,l . Similarly to equation (61), we have:
From the above we know that var (ȳ −i,k,l −ȳ −i,l ) = var −ÿ L−1 +ü . Therefore, we can substitute in for the expression of var (ȳ −i,k,l −ȳ −i,l ) by using equations (50):
We have:
Combining equations (59), (62) and (63) , we obtain: and taking probability limits, we obtain the following expression for plim(η 2 ) :
Note that this closed form result only holds in the limit, that is, when sample size N tends to infinity. Using (52), (14), (58) and (64) we now derive the large sample property of pooled OLS when peer group formation occurs at group level l and when the true β = 0:
This proves the corollary that comes with Proposition 2 in Section 2.5. Finally, we explain formally why in smaller sample sizes the exclusion bias is more present. Note that: This means that, ceteris paribus, the smaller the sample size the more weight is given to the cluster FE estimator in the estimation of the pooled OLS estimate (see 52) and therefore the larger the effect of the exclusion bias will be in pooled OLS. Similarly, the larger the sample size, the more weight is given to the between-group estimator in the estimation of the pooled OLS estimate and therefore the smaller the effect of the exclusion bias will be.
